Abstract-In this paper, we present two simplified scenarios for interference mitigation in overlay cognitive radio systems. These schemes are based on either optimizing the secondary user transmitter-only or the secondary user receiver-only without any changes to the existing primary user system in order to minimize the secondary system mean-square error (MSE) and the excess mean-square error at the primary system. These schemes are compared to a system that jointly optimizes the transmitter and receiver for the secondary system resulting in high complexity. Analytical and simulations results for the mean-square error under different cross-talk interference levels are presented in this paper. The results show that the receiver-only optimization incurs about 5 dB degradation in the secondary user MSE compared to the optimal system that jointly optimizes transmitter and receiver. It is also shown the receiver-only optimization does not degrade the excess MSE performance for the primary user causing minimal increase in the interference level. On the other hand, optimizing the transmitter-only results in a slightly small improvement to the primary system excess MSE and hence reducing the interference, but it fails in providing acceptable performance for the secondary user resulting in about 25dB degradation in MSE.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing demands for higher data rate services, the spectral efficiency of modern communication systems should be improved as they should be able to deliver data at an increasing rate as well as a lower cost per bit [1] . On the other hand, the natural prime spectrum is scarce and cannot fulfill the requirements of such demands.
Cognitive radio (CR), a recently developed paradigm, is a low-cost alternative to the static frequency radio systems, which can alleviate the frequency scarcity problem [2] , [3] . In particular, the legacy (existing) system, which is the primary user, can coexist with unlicensed overlay (secondary) system, providing that the overlay user does not degrade the performance of the legacy system [4] .
To solve the spectrum sharing problem in cognitive wireless systems, [5] proposed a framework that considers the quality of service (QoS) constraints for the overlay users and the interference constraints for the legacy users. In [6] , the joint design problem of precoder and receiver between transmitted signal and its estimate at the receiver in a downlink single user multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) system is investigated. The transceiver optimization of a MIMO CR system using mean-squared error (MSE) criterion is examined in [4] , while [7] treated the transceiver optimization in a multiple-input-single-output (MISO) CR network using MSE method.
In [8] , we have explored the joint transmitter/ receiver optimization for the overlay system, however, from the practical standpoint it is less complicated to fix either the overlay transmitter or receiver and to optimize the receiver or transmitter. In this paper, we study the performance loss that is incurred as a result of not performing the joint optimization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model and the problem formulation. Section III provides the analytical and simulation results, and Section IV presents the conclusion. Fig. 1 shows the legacy and overlay system models. The inputs to the legacy and overlay transmitters are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) sequences:
II. PRPBLEM FORMULATION
{ } and { }. The legacy system transmitter has an impulse response , while the overlay system transmitter has an impulse response . Furthermore, and represent the impulse response for legacy system and overlay system receivers, respectively. The direct path with channel impulse response is used by the legacy system corrupted by the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN),
. On the other hand, the direct channel with impulse response is used by the overlay system but corrupted by AWGN, . It is assumed the interference channel from the overlay transmitter and to the legacy receiver is represented by , whereas the interference path from the legacy transmitter to the overlay receiver is denoted by . The legacy and overlay receivers process and to produce the output signals and , which will be then processed by the decision devices in order to generate ̂ and ̂ . In this paper, we perform the receiver-only optimization and the transmitter-only optimization by optimizing only the overlay receiver filter, , and the overlay transmitter filter, so as to allow the simultaneous operation of both the overlay and the legacy systems considering that the legacy system filters, and , are fixed and cannot be modified. , , and ) follow complex Gaussian distribution which leads to Rayleigh fading channels.
Furthermore, the knowledge of all channels is assumed to be available through appropriate feedback mechanisms. The objective is to minimize the following composite MSE subject to an average power constraint, , for the overlay transmitter power, (i.e. )
where represents the overlay system MSE, denotes the excess MSE into the legacy user, which is caused by the introduction of the overlay user, counts for the Lagrange multiplier that is adjusted to satisfy the power constraint.
By transforming (1) into frequency domain, the following equations are obtained
where denotes the symbol period, represents the input symbol variance, and is the additive noise level. Additionally, the first term in (2) reduces the effect of inter symbol interference, the second term suppresses the interference from the legacy system, and the last term is related to the noise power. and
By minimizing (1) and after extensive manipulation as discussed in [8] , in the case of receiver-only optimization the overlay receiver is expressed as
where , , and in (5) depend on the known channel frequency responses.
Since (5) is a quadratic function in | | , the optimal receiver can be obtained by solving for the roots of (5) as described in Algorithm 1.
In the transmitter-only optimization scenario, the overlay transmitter is given by
where , , and in (6) are related to the known channel frequency responses, and (6) is a quadratic function in | | . As such, the optimal transmitter can be obtained by solving for the roots of (6) using a similar approach to Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1

III. ANALYTICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide analytical and simulation results for legacy and overlay systems operating over a flat Rayleigh fading channel corrupted by AWGN for the following scenarios:
Case 1: The overlay and the legacy users are both under strong interference. In other words, the propagation losses from the legacy system to the overlay system and from the overlay system to the legacy system are low.
Case 2: The overlay user is under stronger interference than the legacy user. In other words, the propagation loss from the legacy user to the overlay user is lower than the propagation loss from the overlay user to the legacy user. Without loss of generality, we assume the legacy transmitter power is fixed at 0 dB, and the legacy and the overlay users occupy a bandwidth of 15 MHz.
The effect of optimizing only the overlay receiver on both the legacy and the overlay systems is depicted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 and is compared with the joint optimization of both the transmitter and the receiver of the overlay system scenario as well as the un-optimized overlay scenario, where the impact of crosstalk between overlay and legacy systems is ignored in the design of the overlay transmitter/receiver. It can be seen that the overlay system performance in the case of receiver-only optimization is between the joint optimization and the un-optimized one for the two channel cases. However, optimizing only the overlay receiver results in more degradation in the excess MSE to the legacy system.
On the other hand, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the total MSE of a system with a jointly optimized transmitter/receiver overlay, a system with a receiver-optimized overlay, and an un-optimized system. We observe that for the two channel scenarios, in terms of the overall performance of the system (which is our cost function), the receiver-only optimization is a sub-optimum solution and for a dB overlay transmitter power, a total MSE loss of about dB, compared to the joint optimized case, is incurred. Fig. 6 to Fig. 9 compare the performance of a system with joint transmitter and receiver optimized, with a system International Journal of Computer and Communication Engineering, Vol. 3, No. 6, November 2014 having only a transmitter optimized overlay, and an un-optimized system, for the two channel scenarios. As we see, the legacy excess MSE is fairly insensitive to the transmitter-only optimization, but optimizing the overlay transmitter only leads to a significant degradation of the overlay system performance. In particular, it results in about dB loss in the overall system performance. In addition, by comparing Fig. 2 to Fig. 5 with Fig. 6 to Fig.  9 we can infer that the optimization of the overlay receiver has substantial effect on the system performance. That is, having an overlay system with its receiver only optimized, leads to a suboptimal performance, while reducing the complexity of the system. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The simplified schemes for interference mitigation in overlay cognitive radio systems that are based on either optimizing the overlay user transmitter-only or the overlay user receiver-only without any changes to the existing legacy user system are presented. A composite MSE that counts for the overlay system performance while simultaneously mitigating the crosstalk introduced to the legacy user is used as a figure of merit. The analytical and simulation results under different interference scenarios show that the excess MSE to the legacy system is insensitive to the non-joint optimization. Moreover, the overall performance of a system having only an optimized receiver is between the performance of a system with jointly optimized transmitter/receiver and a system with un-optimized transmitter/receiver, while optimizing only the transmitter causes a significant degradation in the system performance.
Thus, the receiver-only optimization of the overlay system leads to a suboptimal solution.
